VICE-PRESIDENT'S DAUGHTER 
CAUGHT WITH MARIJUANA 
national news media 
kills story 
after White House pressure

The thirteen year old daughter of United States Vice President Spiro Agnew has been charged with marijuana possession but then released without penalty.

This story has been hushed up by the White House but uncovered by The Washington Free Press, a member of the Underground Press Syndicate.

Elinor Kimberly Agnew, known as Kim to her friends and family, participated in a marijuana party at the fashionable National Cathedral School in Washington D.C. early in June. She was caught along with nine school mates. One of the girls was expelled, four suspended, but no penalties were imposed on Kim and four other girls.

When the story first appeared in The Washington Free Press Kim was mistakenly identified as Pamela Lee, her older sister.

A later story corrected the false information.

Reporters from the major Washington newspapers and wire services descended upon The Washington Free Press when the story broke in the small underground newspaper, checked the story out at the National Cathedral School but not a single line on the matter has appeared anywhere but the underground press.

Timothy Leary, upon hearing of this latest in a chain of famous people's children to be busted for possession of grass, has prepared a questionnaire addressed to all United States legislators.

"Do your kids smoke, and are they in favor of harsher penalties for this habit?" Leary concluded his questionnaire by saying, "And if you haven't asked them about this subject, what gives you the right to pass legislation sending other people's kids to jail?"